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“I’ll be frank with you, Mister Wolf. Your two imperial greens are pure and transparent, 

which makes them incredibly valuable. Such items are a rarity on the market, so I can’t 

give you an estimate of the specific market price. If you 

intend to sell it, we are willing to pay nine million for it!” Kai said in a heartbeat. Top–

quality jadeite such as imperial greens was 

very hard to come by, and if their store was able to obtain one, they 

could turn it into the store’s good luck charm! The only fly 

in the ointment was the small size of that imperial green, and it was cut in half by Leon at

 the center. If it was whole, it would have been more valuable! 

“But…” Leon was stunned. He never dreamed that the jadeite which he assumed to be pe

a–greens were extremely precious and rare imperial greens! 

Before Leon could answer, a voice 

suddenly called out from behind, “I’ll give you ten million!” An old man in his 70s entere

d the shop along with several well–dressed bodyguards. 

The old man was full of vitality despite his old age and had an almost majestic aura when

 he walked. At a glance, one could see that he spent all his life at the top of the food chain

, as evidenced by the imposing grandeur that he exuded. “What?” 

“Ten million?” Brody and Marilyn were both dumbfounded. They earlier deemed Leon a 

fool and ridiculed him to 

their heart’s content. It was a rather amusing twist of fate in the end because they were th

e ones who were the true fools! They wondered just what kind of luck Leon had 

to obtain those imperial greens- which were worth tens of millions–with his last cut! 

If Leon sold it, he would earn more than nine million without lifting a finger! 
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That Leon would be so lucky came as a big slap to them, and it was almost as if they coul

d feel their faces getting swollen! Although the total assets of Sullivan Enterprises were 

as high as 50 million, most of them were in real estate. 

One could say that ten million was no small amount for Brody! His expression became 

the sourest it had ever been, and he felt beyond deflated. If he knew that the raw jade ston

e contained an imperial green, he could have just bid several hundred more and it would 

finally belong to him! It was such a shame that he found out about it too late! 

Even Marilyn’s family was only a smallish–medium enterprise, with 

total assets valued at barely over ten million. One could well imagine how she felt when t

he person whom she considered a loser would make more 

than nine million in the blink. of an eye! 

“I don’t suppose there’s anyone here who would want to bid higher than me?“–The 

old man glanced across the audience and his aura was so fierce that no one dared to look 

him in the eye. 

Kai was overwhelmed with shock. He instantly recognized the old man and bowed respec

tfully, saying, “I didn’t know that you’d grace our store with your visit, Elder Shear. We 

apologize for not making arrangements to welcome you. Please excuse us…” 

“Elder Shear?” 

“The patriarch of the Shears? One of Springfield City’s four powerful families!” The 

onlookers were startled to find out who he was!The Shears were one of the oldest powerf

ul families in Springfield City. In many aspects, their influence was comparable to Young

s‘, and both formed one of Springfield City’s four powerful families.Compared to the oth

er three, however, the Shears were the most low–key of them all, and Elder Shear–

whose first name was Benedict–

rarely appeared in public.However, many of the people there were well–

informed individuals from the upper class. Some of them have seen Benedict before, and 

they immediately recognizedwho that old man was!The four families‘ influence within S

pringfield City was deeply rooted in history, spanning business, politics, and the military.

As the head of the Shears, Benedict was a highly respected man often viewed as a powerf

ul figure that was above all others. The whole of Springfield City was said to tremble wit

h every step that he took!After getting over their small fright that resulted from the confir

mation that it was indeed Benedict Shear, everyone turned to look at him with respect and

 awe.Benedict walked to Leon and asked with a smile on his face, “My friend, I do quite l



ike your imperial greens, and I’m willing to bid 

ten million for them. Will you be willing to sell them to me?”  
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 “I…” 

Leon was incredibly hesitant. He had neither heard of the Shears before nor had 

any knowledge of who the four major families were, 

but he could tell from everyone’s reaction that the individual in front of him was n

ot just your average old man. His ten 

million bid was no doubt a very high price that far exceeded his expectations. On

e could not fault Leon for being swayed somewhat. 

However, he planned to use that jade to create an Energy Convergence Circle, a

nd if he sold those two imperial greens to Benedict, it 

would be very difficult for him to find one that was more suitable. 

“I’m sorry, sir. They’re not for sale. I need them.” Leon smiled apologetically. 

Benedict seemed disappointed and pressed further, “Are you sure you can’t sell t

hem? We can always negotiate the price.” 

“I guess I can sell you one piece if you want them, but I would like to keep the oth

er piece to myself,” Leon hesitated. 

He needed only one piece to use as the focal point of the circle, so it was fine to 

sell the other piece to the old man. 

“These two pieces aren’t that big, so I’m afraid 

one piece might not be enough. To be honest, I was drawn to these imperial gree

ns because I wanted to carve a pair of bracelets for my wife. It wasn’t easy for ou

r marriage to get to this point today. Our golden wedding anniversary is in anothe

r few days. It’ll be a celebration to commemorate our fiftieth year as husband and

 wife. I wanted to give her a pair of the best jadeite bracelets as a gift, and as a to

ken of gratitude for her companionship…” Benedict said that with 

an impassioned look, and it was obvious that he loved his wife deeply. 

“Your marriage is one to be admired, sir.” Leon was touched. He believed that th

e most romantic occasion in one’s life was to find a partner who could love him a

s much as he loved her, then have kids with them and grow old together! 



Benedict’s story touched his heart greatly. 

Being an orphan frorn a young age meant that Leon had little to no chance of exp

eriencing familial love. Once upon a time, his greatest wish was to protect 

his wife, love her, and spend the rest of his life together with her. Alas, the great 

almighty played him like a fiddle, for he never received any reward for his hard w

ork and was even kicked out of the house after his wife cheated on him! If he did 

not run into Iris and inherited his ancestor’s memories by chance, he would have 

continued to live on the streets. “But 

I digress…” Benedict smiled awkwardly, sorted out his thoughts, and said earnes

tly, “My friend, I do insist on these two imperial greens. Perhaps you’ll be willing t

o part with them if I top up another five million?”“No, you don’t raise 

the price! I’ll sell it to you since you like it so much,” Leon said, albeit somewhat 

reluctantly.He did not need imperial greens to set up his Energy Convergence Cir

cle and could always replace it with clear jadeite. The 

effect might be a little more inferior than 

that of imperial greens, but he believed that it would not be affected 

that much.Upon considering Benedict’s sincerity, he finally handed over the two p

ieces.“Wonderful. Thank you very much…” Benedict was overjoyed, but at the sa

me 

time grateful and appreciative of Leon’s actions. After all, Leon reluctantly parted 

with the imperial greens without capitalizing on the opportunity to raise the price 

exorbitantly.It was rare 

for most people to have that kind of mentality, and he had plenty of admiration for 

Leon’s character.“My friend, since 

you were kind enough not to take advantage of the situation by increasing the pri

ce, I find it prudent to return your kindness! I have a suggestion for you. Since yo

u 

wanted a piece for yourself, I’m guessing that you were planning to craft it into so

me sort of ornament or 

jewelry. Since these two pieces are more than enough for a pair of bracelets, I’d t

hink that the remaining material will still be sufficient to be made into several sma

ll trinkets. If there’s anything you wish to craft, please do feel free to tell me. I’ll 

gift one to you as a show of gratitude,” Benedict offered with a smile.  
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Leon waved his hands repeatedly to respectfully decline Benedict’s kindness. 

“I must insist! If you take something as rare and precious as this imperial green a

nd carve it into a piece of women’s jewelry, it’s almost certain 

to win their hearts…” 

Benedict grinned knowingly and gave Leon a little wink as if to say, ‘I know what 

you want them for.‘ 

As someone who experienced a lot of things in life, he assumed that Leon’s inten

ded to have them crafted into jewelry and given to a current or potential 

girlfriend. After all, no one would have thought 

that Leon had some other purpose. 

Leon was initially still adamant about refusing but was eventually swayed by the 

old man. He scratched his head somewhat embarrassedly and said, “Sir, I’d like t

o ask for a necklace if it’s possible…” “Not a problem!” Benedict let out a chuckle. 

If those two imperial greens were 

carved into two jade bracelets, the middle that had to be hollowed out was enoug

h to make two 

necklace pendants, a couple of earrings, and some other small pieces of jewelry. 

Leon’s request was not excessive, for he had only requested a necklace. 

Benedict transferred ten million dollars to Leon right 

away and asked for Leon’s phone number so he could give the necklace to Leon 

once it was ready. 

The atmosphere inside the store became lively again after Benedict left. 

Everyone was awestruck at Leon’s luck, and they all looked at him with envy! 

The most jealous of them all were none other than Brody and Marilyn! 

Leon effortlessly made more than nine million, but that was not all. He even succ

eeded in taking the opportunity to establish a relationship with Benedict Shear! Hi

s luck was shooting through the roof! 

After witnessing that incident, the two of them finally came to understand how a l

oser like Leon could get to know Iris! 

The process of feeling spiritual energy from raw jadestone was very draining, and

 since Leon already had the money, he might as well save his time and 



effort by buying a finished product made of clear jadeite! 

While he was busy perusing, he saw Brody looking at some raw jade stones agai

n. A smile appeared on his face and he stepped forward. || “Five 

hundred thousand from me!” Brody raised the number plate in his hand. 

He came here because he wanted to buy a 

larger piece of jade with which he could send to a craftsman and have a figure ca

rved for his grandfather. With only two pieces of fine jade 

in good condition left, he would not get his hands. on any if he did not 

make a bid. Moreover, he was still feeling irked after Leon managed to get 

those imperial greens. He felt that his luck was just as good as Leon, so there wa

s no reason why he would not be able to get it if Leon could. 

“I’ll pay six hundred thousand!” Leon walked over and said nonchalantly. 

Still seething from the way Brody forced him 

into spending way more than he originally intended to, Leon 

decided that it would not do him justice if he did not return the favor! 

“You…” Smoke was practically coming out of Brody’s nostrils! Although one 

should rightly mind one’s own business and not try to hijack another person’s pur

chase, Leon felt that it was not that big of a deal to take revenge on Brody for tryi

ng to sabotage him earlier. He shot Leon a fierce glare and 

said, “Seven hundred thousand! 

“Eight hundred thousand!” Leon continued to increase the price. 

“Nine hundred thousand!” Brody said, gritting his teeth. Without even 

a moment’s hesitation, Leon said, “One million dollars!” In a fit of rage, Brody 

came to the sudden realization that Leon might be trying to get revenge on him! 

Even so, he could not bring himself to concede to Leon.After all, Leon only mana

ged to obtain the imperial greens and earn more than nine million because Brody

 did not increase his 

bid to 1.3 million!If he conceded that piece to Leon and the latter ended up with y

et another rare item, he would probably die of anger!Brody was still hesitating 

when everyone around him began discussing among themselves.“Whoa, these t

wo guys are at it again! There 

might just be something good in that raw jadestone!”“Highly likely, yes!”Chapter 7

33/3“That young man never took an interest in any of the stones before, but 



the one that he had his eyes on turned out to be an imperial green! That kind of e

xceptional judgment must mean that he’s an expert when it comes to speculating

 on raw stones! Perhaps he has a vision or something!”“Yeah! If he’s bidding 

on this, it might just turn out to be something really valuable!”After hearing everyo

ne’s comments, several 

merchants began to calculate the chances. Although the probability 

of finding imperial green jadeite was not very high, the odds of getting clear jadeit

e was still relatively decent!  
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“I’ll pay 1.1 million! One of the tycoons were itching to make a bid. 

“1.2 million!” Another rich person could not hold back anymore and join in. 

Brody could feel his insides churn. All he wanted was to buy the stone, but it see

med to have turned into an all–

out bidding war! He considered whether or not to just give up on buying it, but no

w that all the other rich people were jumping on the bandwagon, he did not 

hesitate anymore and immediately increase the price. “I’ll pay 1.3 million!” 

“I’ll do better. 1.4 million!” Leon raised the price again. 

Leon’s decisiveness led many of the rich people who participated in the auction t

o become more confident. “1.5 million from me!” 1.6 million!” 

Brody’s eyes turned red and lost his mind completely. “I’ll pay 1.7 million!” 

“Then I’ll offer to buy it for 1.8 million!” Leon said calmly. “1.83 million!” 

“1.85 million!” “1.88 million!” 

The other rich people increased the price one after another, but because the aski

ng price was too high, they had some doubts and did not dare to increase it by to

o large. an amount. 

“2 million then! I’ll pay 2 million!” Brody roared. It was already a bit difficult for him

 to bear such a high price! 

“Fine, you win! I won’t try to raise the price anymore!” Leon smiled and gave up o

n increasing the price altogether. 

Those rich tycoons became hesitant. They only bid because Leon was bidding, b

ut with Leon giving up completely, their confidence was all but lost. 



After all, the price of that raw jadestone soared to outrageous proportions. If the j

adeite contained within was not at least clear jadeite or better, it would 

result in a certain loss without any profit. Such a risk was too 

huge, and one they were not prepared to take. 

After mulling over it for a moment, several of those tycoons chose to pull out. 

“Weren’t you trying to be a show–off, Leon? What’s 

wrong? Are you chickening out?” Brody laughed mockingly and 

shot Leon a condescending look with disdain–filled eyes. 

He was pissed at Leon ever since the latter obtained the imperial greens and bec

ame the center of attention. Having finally beat Leon in the bidding 

price, he felt an almost victorious sense of pride in himself! 

“You’re right, I conceded! I’m 

not as stupid as you are. Wouldn’t I be such a fool if I spent all that money and e

nded up with nothing?” Leon grinned mockingly. 

“You…” Brody’s expression changed. He knew that Leon was taunting him in a r

oundabout way and snorted coldly, “You should keep your mouth shut if you don’

t have anything good to say. Who do you think you are anyway? You act as 

if you have x–ray vision. What a joke!” 

“Yeah! Don’t get so full of yourself just because you got those imperial greens. Y

ou were just lucky! My husband’s luck might just be better than yours, and he’ll g

et an even bigger imperial green!” Marilyn sneered and did not show any weakne

ss. 

“Oh? I’m curious to see whether you’d even be able to get any imperial greens!” 

Leon jibed and did not bother to argue with Brody. 

“Take my card!” Brody paid the money and signaled the staff to cut on the spot.A

s the two staff began to cut it, all that was contained inside was 

merely gravel and nothing else.“Again!”Brody’s expression changed dramatically,

 and he was 

no longer as confident as he was at the beginning.A few more cuts later, there w

as still nothing inside.“Nothing!”“The young man was right! There’s nothing!”Ever

yone was 

taken aback and immediately looked at Leon with surprise.They finally understoo

d that Leon might have earlier discerned that there 



wasChapter 74nothing of value within that piece of raw jade stone. As a result, h

e deliberately raised the price to try and trick 

Brody to take revenge against Brody for earlier! Brody’s face turned ashen and h

e was unable to keep his cool any longer.  
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“I’ll do it myself!” Brody gritted his teeth and walked over just as Leon did earlier. 

The remaining volume of that raw jade stone was still enough for it to 

be cut a few more times, but due to his impatience, he immediately used the mac

hine to cut the stone right down the middle. 

A glowing green light emerged at once! “There is it! There’s the green!” 

“Goodness me! It’s not an imperial green, is it?” 

“Didn’t that young man say that there was nothing inside? Was he wrong?” 

It was a thoroughly jaw–

dropping sight, for no one thought that there would be another imperial green! 

“Darling! You did it! It’s an imperial green, and it’s so much 

bigger too! We hit the jackpot!” 

Marilyn was so overjoyed that she rushed up, wrapped her arms around Brody’s 

neck, and kissed him several times. 

“Hahaha… Didn’t you say there wouldn’t be anything inside, Leon? Open your du

mb eyes and have a load of this!” Brody burst into laughter. He had a smug look 

and was as pretentious as pretentious could be! 

Leon was stunned. His main point was to get one over Brody, so he did not 

use any of his extraordinary senses because they were too energy–consuming. 

However, it scarcely occurred to him that Brody would be so lucky as to get an im

perial green! 

Given their rarity and preciousness, it was truly remarkable that two pieces 

appeared in a row. It was just too difficult to believe! “Imperial green, my foot!” 

“That’s clearly what you call a dry green! Who said it was an imperial green?” 

Several stone speculators scoffed at the remark that it was an imperial green and

 stopped short of cackling out loud. 

Imperial greens were extremely rare, so it was normal for people to not know wh



at they looked like until they saw the ones Leon obtained. 

However, dry greens were much more common, and any person who could not i

dentify them should just give themselves a couple of slaps in the face! 

“That’s right!” 

“The color is completely wrong because it’s more of a mossy green. There’s also 

a lot of rough impurities in it and the transparency is particularly poor…” 

“This is, without a doubt, a dry green. And, I might add, it’s a somewhat low–

quality dry green. There’s no way this could be an imperial green!” 

The seasoned speculators had some knowledge and experience. It took them onl

y a few glances to determine that Brody got some dry greens! “This…” 

Brody and Marilyn were both dumbfounded. 

As laymen, they never once thought that the green jadeite was some kind 

of dry green instead of an imperial green! The smiles of 

excitement and joy turned stiff. 

“Does it matter if it’s a dry green? It’s similar enough to imperial green, so it has t

o be just as valuable!” Marilyn asserted with a straight face. 

“Valuable? Don’t be stupid.”“Dry greens are of low 

quality, and the better dragonscale jadeites might sell for about several thousand!

”“The quality of this one is just horrendous, though. I don’t even think it’s dragons

cale. No one’s going to buy it even if you sell it 

for a few hundred!”Everyone sneered and looked at Marilyn like a fool.Marilyn ma

de a big joke of herself and her face.turned red. Her only wish right then was to c

rawl into a hole and burrow in it.“But that’s… Impossible…”It was such a shockin

g blow to Brody that he stumbled and almost fell headfirst.Leon 

sold a piece of imperial green, and in the process, earned about nine 

million and even got to establish a connection 

with the Shears‘ patriarch.By contrast, he spent two million only to get a useless 

dry greenand the mostChapter 15inferior one at that! To make things worse, he b

ecame a laughingstock! The emotional damage that Brody received then was trul

y unimaginable!  
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“Congratulations, Mister Sullivan! You spent all that money only on a dry green! I 

can never be as rich as you!” Leon remarked sarcastically and looked at Brody a

s if the latter was a fool. “Why you…” 

Brody was fuming, for he finally understood that he fell for 

Leon’s trick. He stared at Leon with a fiery gaze and 

said, “It’s all your fault, Wolf. How dare you raise your bid and dupe me…” 

“What of it? What’s stopping me from duping you when you did the same to me?” 

Leon sneered after giving Brody a taste of his own medicine. What 

he did not expect, however, was that Brody’s luck 

would be so terrible as to get only some worthless dry greens. In that respect, Br

ody had only himself to blame for being so unlucky! 

“I’m going to kill you for making me spend so much money!” Brody exploded with 

rage and rushed toward Leon like a madman. 

“Control yourself! This is not the place for you to run amok!” Kai warned sternly. 

As soon as he spoke, the scar–

faced man from earlier and several other guards reacted within the blink of an ey

e. They rushed forward and surrounded Brody in a half–circle. 

Things would almost certainly end badly for Brody if he so much as dared to take 

half a step forward! After seeing the fierce face of that scar–

faced man, Brody could not help himself from trembling and halting his footsteps. 

“How shameless can he be?” “He was the one who tricked the young man 

first, forcing him to pay almost twice the original price. And now he’s getting pisse

d because that guy retaliated?” “Yeah! The cheek of him to get mad at another 

person’s unreasonable behavior when he was the one who started it! What kind 

of hypocritical logic is that?” 

“Best not to play these kinds of games if you can’t afford to pay for the 

consequences. It’s embarrassing that he finds it okay to dupe someone but can’t 

stand it when he gets duped in return!” 

Everyone sneered while glancing contemptuously at Brody. 

“Aren’t you going to save what little dignity you have left now 

that things have come to this point? I’d lower my head and get the hell out of her

e if I were you! Don’t you feel embarrassed at all?” Leon sneered and repeated w



hat Brody said to him earlier almost word–for–word! “How dare you……” 

Brody’s face turned red. A burst of blood surged up in his chest and 

he spat out a mouthful of blood. 

“You’ve got some balls, Leon! This isn’t over. I’ll get back at you someday! Just w

ait!” Brody gritted his teeth and threatened Leon before leaving embarrassedly wi

th Marilyn. 

Leon snorted fiercely as he watched Brody and Marilyn flee the scene. 

Even though Iris taught Brody a 

lesson on his behalf at the Civil Records Office, it was not a show of his ability be

cause he depended on a woman’s help. 

However, things were different at Prospera Jade–

he relied on his ability to exact his revenge, and it was no surprise that he was in 

an unprecedentedly buoyant mood! 

Leon then returned his bid card and took back his 70,000–dollar deposit. 

At the moment, there was still one piece of fine raw jade stone left, along with ten

s of thousands of ordinary, poor–colored raw jade stones piled on the ground. 

There might well be some white jadeite or clear jadeite hidden somewhere in tho

se piles, but he would have collapsed from exhaustion if he were to sense them a

ll one by one!He could still engage in some small bids with the use of his spiritual

 energy, but it was not at all realistic to rely on the stone speculating to make a fo

rtune!Besides, he was not that greedy of a person either.After leaving the area, L

eon quickly came to the area on the left where the finished jade products were so

ld.There 

were some made of imperial greens, but the vast majority were made of clears.L

eon carefully selected those that he needed and ended up spending about 

two million to get a clear jadeite tablet.The tablet was a high–

quality product made of intricately–

patterned clear jadeite. The spiritual energy contained within it was strong and pu

re, quite like the imperial green.Chapter 763/3he obtained earlier. It was more tha

n sufficient to set up his Energy Convergence Circle.In 

addition to the jade tablet to be used as the center of the circle, another 18 ordina

ry jades were needed to arrange the Energy Convergence Circle.  
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The requirements for that sort of ordinary jade were not as demanding as that for

 the core. At the very least, it had to be pea–

green jadeites worth several thousand dollars. As Leon was 

not at all short on money, he spent about 

nine hundred thousand or so to buy those 18 pieces of finished white jadeite and 

then packed them all together with him. After leaving 

the store, Leon walked toward the place where he parked his motorcycle. 

Within moments, he saw Brody and Marilyn approaching him menacingly with the

ir two bodyguards. 

“You’re finally out, Leon. I’ve been waiting for you for ages!” Brody had a violent l

ook on his face and a malicious smile on the corner of his mouth. 

“What are you going to do, Brody?” Leon’s face sank and he had a bad feeling. 

“What do you think?” 

“The other day’s incident at the Civil Records Office and today’s incident at the ja

de store are two scores that you and I are settling right here!” Brody grinned coldl

y. With a wave of his hand, his two bodyguards rushed forward and surrounded L

eon. “Just you two? I’m afraid you’re no match for me!” Leon 

glanced coldly at Brody and silently put down his bag full of jade. 

“Haha… Is there something wrong with your brain? Did you forget that my 

bodyguards beat you to a pulp in 

the Civil Records Office? You must be kidding yourself if you think you’re no mat

ch for me!” Brody pointed at Leon’s nose. He then cackled like a madman, as if h

e heard the funniest joke in the world! The two bodyguards 

also smiled in disdain and had a look of contempt on their faces. Both of them we

re professional bodyguards, and they generally had no problem dealing with five 

or even six people! 

Leon, on the other hand, was just an ordinary person. He was previously beaten 

badly by the two of them and had no power to fight back at all. 

In their eyes, Leon dug his grave by challenging them only a few days after his inj

uries healed and he forgot the pain that was inflicted on him! 

“It’s only been a few days since I last saw you, and I must say your bragging skill



s 

have improved quite a bit even though you don’t have anything else going for you

!” Marilyn sneered, she really 

could not understand where a loser like Leon would gain that kind of confidence 

and courage! 

“I’m not the same person I once was. The past is the past, and the present is the 

present! This is your last chance though. If you leave now, I’ll just pretend as if no

thing happened. But if you refuse my courtesy, then do excuse me if I go all out o

n you!” Leon said calmly. 

Having turned into a practitioner, he had enough strength to crack stone tablets a

nd split rocks in half. Two ordinary bodyguards were nothing to him! 

The only catch was 

that he could not provoke the wealthy Sullivans, as he did not want to have any h

ead–on conflict with Brody, at least not for the time being. 

Nevertheless, that did not mean he would just let himself be pushed around if Bro

dy insisted on causing him trouble!“Oh? Then show us what you’ve got! Break thi

s kid’s legs for me! I’ll bear whatever consequences as long as you don’t kill him!”

 Brody sneered and gave his order.“We got beat 

up the other day because of you, so we’re getting payback today and 

by beating you up to ten times harder!”The two bodyguards grinned menacingly a

nd rushed violently toward Leon.They, along with Brody, were severely beaten by

 Iris’s bodyguards 

several days ago at the Civil Records Office.The two of them blamed it all on Leo

n, and they spared no mercy as they attacked Leon’s vital points!“Beat him up! Ki

ll that son–of–a–

b*tch and show him just how powerful we are!” Marilyn said with a violent look on

 her face.Rather than pity Leon on account of him being her ex–

husband, Marilyn felt that it was a shameful stain on her life!  
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Marilyn said that, Leon delivered 

a thumping kick to one of the bodyguards in front of him. 



The crisp sound of cracking bones could be heard, and the bodyguard spurted o

ut a mouthful of blood. His body was sent flying back about three or four meters a

way and fell heavily to the ground. 

The bodyguard felt as if his bones were crumbling apart, and he groaned misera

bly because he was in so much pain. 

At least five or six of his ribs were broken, and he could not get up from the groun

d! At that point, the other bodyguard attacked Leon and punched him in the face. 

Leon turned around, grabbed the fist, and grasped his opponent’s arm before givi

ng it a hard twist. A click was heard, and the opponent let out a blood–

curdling scream ás his arm broke due to the forceful twist. 

Then, Leon clasped the bodyguard’s shoulder and seized the 

chance to give the opponent a shoulder throw. He then took one step 

forward, put 

his foot on his opponent’s chest, and exuded a condescendingly awe–

inspiring and intimidating presence. 

Upon seeing what happened, both Brody and Marilyn were dumbfounded. 

Neither of them could ever dream that Leon–whom they deemed a loser–

would take 

less than three seconds to knock down two very highly skilled bodyguards! They 

could not believe what was going on, and they were convinced that they had to b

e dreaming! 

Brody and Marilyn could not even laugh anymore. They glanced blankly 

at each other and saw the look in each other’s eyes! 

“How… How’s this possible…” 

The two bodyguards who collapsed on the ground were also terror–

stricken and unable to believe what was happening to them. 

They just gave Leon a good beating several days ago, and back then, he was lik

e a little helpless puppy who was unable to resist. Fast 

forward to a few days later, the two of them were reduced to mere ants in front of

 Leon, who inflicted serious injury on them with only two moves! Chapter 75 2/2 

They could not believe what was happening! 

The two of them gulped hard and were reeling in 

fear from Leon’s powerful strength! “It’s 



your turn now, Brody!” An expressionless Leon took several slow steps toward Br

ody. “W–w–what are you… Whoa there… D–d–d–

don’t come any closer…” Brody was horrified and retreated one step for 

every step Leon took. “Didn’t you 

say you wanted to break my legs? Well, I’m going to grant you wish and break bo

th legs today!” Leon smiled coldly and a stern, sharp glimmer appeared in his eye

s. He never intended to get into a head–

on conflict with Brody, but Brody provoked him time and again. As if cucking him 

was not bad enough, Brody continued to persecute him repeatedly!It reached a p

oint where Leon could no longer tolerate it!Since the 

animosity between both sides 

reached a point where neither could tolerate the other’s existence, there was no l

onger any need for Leon to show any courtesy!“I dare 

you to come at me! I’m warning you: the Sullivans are not to be messed with. If y

ou so much as lay a finger on me, I swear to God that I’ll never let you get away 

with this…” Brody scolded with a stern look.“Whether or not you’ll let me get awa

y with this in the future is not my concern, because right now, I have no intention 

of letting you get away with what you did to me!” Leon sneered and kicked Brody’

s knee 

fiercely.Following the crisp crack of Brody’s bones, he let out a shrill scream and 

fell to the ground with a thud.“Now for the other leg!” Leon raised his foot, aimed i

t toward Brody’s other leg, and felt the sweet taste of revenge in his heart!“Leon, 

stop! How dare you 

hurt my husband! I’ll take you on myself!” Marilyn roared like a madwoman and c

harged aggressively toward Leon.Leon reacted quickly and 

slapped Marilyn hard on the face, knocking her to the ground.  
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“I’ve lived with your family for three years, Marilyn. Even if hadn’t done anything t

hat deserves credit, 

I have at least worked hard for you. But the way you’re treating me makes me fee

l that you don’t have a conscience at all! This slap is my 



way of getting even with you! From now 

on, our relationship will be completely cut off!” Leon’s eyes were cold and stern, a

nd his expression was more indifferent than anger. 

In his mind, he drew a clear line with 

Marilyn, and from then on, the two of them would become strangers who had not

hing to do with each other! “How could you…” 

Marilyn was stunned. She covered her aching cheeks and looked at Leon in disb

elief. 

There used to be a time when Leon was beaten and berated by the Mansons in a

ddition to living a life that was worse than that of a dog. 

At long last, however, Marilyn finally understood that Leon’s patience was not a si

gn of weakness. Once that ruthless spark in him was ignited, he could trample bo

th her and Brody under his feet without batting an eye! 

“Your grandfather has treated me like one of his own for three years, Marilyn, an

d I’m only letting you off the hook today for his sake! You and I will walk separate 

paths from now onward, and I promise that things will be much worse for you if y

ou try to mess with me again!” Leon snorted 

coldly and stepped forward to pick up his bag of jade. After that, he turned aroun

d and left without looking back again. 

“Just wait, Leon! I’ll make you pay for this!” Brody let out a hoarse, enraged roar 

as he watched Leon’s figure drifting further and further away. There was a profou

nd hatefulness and resentment in his eyes. 

It was already more than ten o’clock at night by the time Leon came home to Dra

gonbay Villas. 

At this time, Jenny just made dinner, and she was eating with Iris in the kitchen. 

“Leon! I thought you got off work earlier than I did? Why did you come back so lat

e?” Iris asked curiously. “Oh, I needed to buy some stuff.” 

Leon smiled, walked up to Iris, and sat down next to her. “Why are you having di

nner Chapter 79 eating so late?” 

“I just came back after working overtime at the company…” Iris replied curtly. 

“Is it for that project again?” Leon quickly understood. 2/2 

Iris worked overtime until past nine the previous night, and her overtime hours ex

tended 



to nearly ten that night, which just goes to show that cooperation was very 

important to the company! “Yeah. There isn’t much time left to discuss it, and 

we need to prepare some of the frameworks and make several decisions as soon

 as possible in the next few days…” Iris was a little absent–

minded, apparently still 

worried about it.“What exactly is this project about? Could you tell me more about

 it?” Leon hesitated for a while and could not resist asking her about it.He asked I

ris about it the previous night, but Iris did not tell him what it was at the time.“It’s

… Ah, never mind. The company will be holding a high–

level meeting tomorrow, so do tag along with Gracie and attend. You’ll find out 

more when the time comes, Iris said after pondering for a moment. It involved var

ious aspects that made it a little tedious for her to explain it to Leon.“Sure.” Leon 

smiled happily.That Iris allowed him to participate in the company’s high–

level meeting so quickly was something of a sign of trust in him, which made him 

feel rather happy.“It’s just a meeting. Why are you happy?”Iris rolled her eyes at 

Leon, but his joy seemed to rub off on her and she could not help but burst out la

ughing. Her smile was undeniably charming and as beautiful as a hundred flower

s in full bloom.Iris knew that Leon was lacking in the business department 

and so probably could not help her much, and she never really planned to let Leo

n attend such high–

level meetings so soon. Despite that, she could see from his persistent questions

 that he cared about her and wanted to do his part to help the company.  
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it for a brief moment that Iris decided to let Leon participate in the meeting, since his pres

ence there would not affect them much. 

After dinner, Iris went back to her room and had some rest. 

Like the previous night, Leon quietly went to the top of the mountain out back and broug

ht the jade with him. He took them out, laid them out according to the set pattern, and pla

nted all 18 pieces of white jadeites in the soil. The Energy 

Convergence Circle was soon set up. 

The next step was to activate the core of the circle, which in turn activated the circle as w



ell. 

Everything would seem just as usual if the core was not activated, and no one would be a

ble to find the mystery that was hidden there. Leon then walked to the core and 

sat crossed–

legged on the ground. He then took out the last piece of clear jadeite tablet and placed it a

t the circle’s core. A gust of cold wind blew, and as soon 

as the Energy Convergence Circle was activated, the spiritual 

energy on the top of the mountain formed a small cyclone that gathered into the circle wit

hin seconds and surged into Leon’s body. 

As he began his refinement within the circle, the effect 

and speed turned out to be more than three times faster than the previous night. 

Leon needed more than two hours to complete one cycle, but the circle reduced it to just 

over half an hour. Furthermore, the Energy Convergence Circle was nourishing his body 

as well as the jadeite tablet at the circle’s core. 

Unbeknownst to him, the ancient jade pendant he wore on his chest was also being nouris

hed by the spiritual energy! Such was the sheer powerful 

effects of the Energy Convergence Circle! 

After some time, Leon’s body vibrated and his refinement level successfully broke throug

h 

the bottleneck in the initial stage of energy refinement, and he reached the middle stage w

ith the help of the Energy Convergence Circle, Leon was 

not in a hurry to verify it though. He continued to refine and reinforce his refinement stag

e, and it was not until after five o’clock in the morning of the next day that he called it a d

ay and stood up. “Phew……” Leon exhaled a drawn–out breath and smiled. The effect 

of the Energy Convergence Circle was even better than he imagined. It 

did not only help him break through to the middle stage of energy 

refinement, but also spurred it to within reaching distance of later stage energy refinemen

t. 

“This Energy Convergence Circle was incredibly effective! I managed to absorb most of t

he energy on this mountaintop in less than a night! I might need to reduce my refinement 

time in the future and avoid spending the whole night here!” Leon lamented. 

The flowers, plants, and trees on the mountain can generate spiritual energy, but the spee

d of energy generation could not keep up with the speed of his absorption. If he wanted to



 maintain some sort of balance, he needed to limit 

his use of the Energy Convergence Circle to about two or three hours a day. 

“Rushing isn’t going to do any good. I’ll 

refine my energy slowly from now on, since it’s not the future. Impatience won’t be cond

ucive to energy refinement.” An excited Leon retrieved the clear 

jadeite tablet from the core of the circle and descended down the mountain. 

As for the 18 pieces of white jadeite that he already buried, he did not have to worry abou

t them being discovered or destroyed since no one usually went up to the top of the moun

tain anyway. Besides, even if anyone did find the place, the ‘key‘ to activating the circle 

was still with him. 

Upon reaching the company, Leon just parked his motorcycle in the parking lot when the 

door of the car next to him swung open. A pair of slender, well–

proportioned, long legs stepped out of the car on high heels.Those legs were incredibly be

autiful and appeared rather familiar to him. Leon looked up and saw that it was none othe

r than 

Ariel.“It’s again, Leon! Why is a man like you driving a women’s motorcycle? Can’t you

 buya new car?”Ariel glanced at Leon with contempt.Her tone, however, was much gentl

er than previously and was more of a teasingremark than one of ridicule.“I don’t have a d

river’s license…”Chapter 80Leon sniggered to himself and thought, ‘A woman like me w

ill never know what wonderful things I get to experience when riding a motorcycle!‘  
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